
This festival teems with spirited cheers and the heroic 
tones of hanagasa-daiko drums. Beginning with 
ornately decorated floats, Yamagata's main street 
soon fills with dancers in brilliant costumes holding 
hanagasa hats decorated with flowers.Currently 
recognized as one of Tohoku's four major festivals, 
Hanagasa Matsuri is a gorgeous event that burns 
through the Yamagata summer night.
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1-10-18 Futaba-cho, Yamagata-shi, Yamagata 990-0828 FAX : 023-647-9005
023-647-9000

SUPER HOTEL  YAMAGATAEKI NISHIGUCHI HOT SPRING

Yamagata City, located in the central east of 
Yamagata Prefecture, is the prefectural capital.
Super Hotel Yamagataeki Nishiguchi Hot Spring 
is located in front of the station redevelopment area 
and is close to Kajo Central.

¢Spring quality :

Healthy BreakfastHanagasa-no-yu natural hot spring

Guest Rooms Standard Amenities and Facilities in Every Guest Room

With separate areas for men and women, visitors can enjoy a soak any time.
Sodium chloride hot spring ¢Service time :

¢Parking: 70 spaces, 500 yen (first come, first served)
   15:00–10:00 following day, Large vehicles permitted upon request
   When the parking lot is full, please use a nearby coin-operated lot. 
   (Price to be borne by customer)

Check-in: 15:00–24:00, Check-out: 10:00  

�6-minute walk from the West Gate of Yamagata station　
�Approx. 10-minute drive west from Zao IC on the Yamagata Expressway to Japan National Route 286

Single room
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� Wide bed
　…140 cm

Super room
� Wide bed
　…140 cm
　　+ loft bed

[Room Facilities]
� 32-inch widescreen LCD TV  � Movies on demand (VOD, 120 titles)
� Complimentary high-speed Internet (LAN), Wi-Fi available building-wide　
� Light stand  � Refrigerator  � Electric kettle　
� Air purifier with humidifier  � Unit bathroom  � Bidet　
� Hair dryer  � Healthy ion water supply (all rooms)

[Loanable Items, Other Items]
� Choice of 7 types of pillows  � Blankets  � Thermometer　
� Trouser press  � Iron  � Sewing set  � Can opener　
� Wine-bottle opener  � Nail clippers　
� Rental PC (1000 yen per day)  � Mobile charger
� Copy service (fees apply)  � Fax service (fees apply)

[Hotel Facilities]
� Coin-operated laundry *Free detergent
　 (Clothes washer: 100 yen per use, 
     Clothes dryer: 100 yen per 30 minutes)
� Vending machines (soft drinks, alcoholic beverages)
� Computer corner (printer available)

[Amenities]
� Toothbrush  � Bath towel　
� Face towel
� Two-in-one shampoo
� Body soap  � Pajamas

6:30–8:30 (Monday through Saturday), 6:30–9:00 (Sundays & holidays)
We provide a nutritionally balanced and healthy breakfast for all guests.

Free

Free 
natural hot 

springs

Free 
healthy 

breakfast

Paid parking
available
(flat area)

Free

Mobile 
reservations 
also accepted!

Hanagasa Matsuri

Okama, also called Goshikinuma, is a crater lake 
located near the boundary (where the boundary 
is undecided) between Miyagi Prefecture's Zao, 
in Katta-gun, and Kawasaki, in Shibata-gun. The 
lake is known as the highlight of sightseeing in 
the Zao mountain range.

Okama Crater

This hard rime, dubbed "snow monsters" grow 
on the western slopes of Zao's Jizoyama, and 
when lit up with colorful lighting, these jewels 
make for a spectacular view during a night trip 
on the Zao ropeway. Seeing this frost come to 
life with colored illumination in the quiet and 
pitch-black darkness makes visitors feel as if 
they had wandered into a world of fantasy.

Snow Monsters

URL   : http://www.superhotel.co.jp
mobile : http://www.sh-mb.com/
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Made with only organic JAS vegetables.

Super Hotel salads 
are safe and healthy.
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Source: Takada hot spring * With heating and circulation filtration.

For a healthy planet 
and healthy people


